5th class work week beginning Tuesday 5th May to 8th May.
I hope you are all still in good health. I am saddened to hear we will not be returning this side
of the summer. I have laid out below some work for the coming week. I would love to see
some of your work or answer any questions you have in relation to the work. Please do not
hesitate to contact me on the following email if you have any queries or wish to take a picture
and post your work up: fifthclassscoilmhuirenavan@gmail.com
Continue with Mental Maths and English in Practice: One section each day
Handwriting: one page per day.
Planet Maths: pg. 133 Directed Numbers.
Your Goal for this chapter is to see that there are numbers less than zero and how to
use them.
Negative numbers are the numbers are smaller than zero. Can you think when we would use
negative numbers? We use negative numbers when talking about temperatures below zero, if
you spend more money than you have in your bank account it shows up as a negative
number, if you are in a lift you will see any levels below ground level marked as -1,-2.

This is how negative and positive numbers appear on a number line. Positive numbers are the
numbers greater than zero.

Look at pg. 134 part A. Draw out the graph and mark in the temperatures. Do the same with
the thermometer. If you are able to send me a picture I would love to see it or answer any
questions you have.
Try part A on pg. 135. Ms. Murphy has £50.00. (a) +£50.00 -£40.00 = +£10.00.
Continue this way.
Pg. 137 Check up

Reading Zone: Read ‘Special Fridays’ pg. 112 Look up the meaning of the words in red. Put
the words into sentences or a short story to show you understand the meaning of the words.
Answer questions A – G.
Continue with Mo Scór completing a section a week. Use your verbs in the aimsir chaite
from your grammar book and write your news each day. If you wish to send it to the e mail
above and I can correct it and help if you have any difficulties.
History: In Earthlink reader go to the chapter on clothes. How has fashion changed over the
years?Talk to your guardians/parents what was style like when they were younger. Complete
reader and workbook.
•
•
•
•
•

Geography: Earthlink Unit 51 and Unit 52 Explain what a cartographer is
Look at symbols on maps and try to find out what they mean
Discuss why there is a need for symbols on a map
Practice finding different places on a map by following simple instructions (e.g. in the
east, south etc.)
Use so ordinates to find different places on a map

Play a memory game naming European flags

If you have access to youtube The bodycoach is doing a pe lesson each morning live at nine,
great to wake the mind and body up.
If you have a back garden try and keep up with the daily mile.
Be creative. Music, art and drama are also part of the school day. Listen to music, draw and
have fun!!!
Please do not get stressed if something is too difficult. All will be covered when we return to
school.
Most importantly stay safe and maintain social distancing!!!

